create... collaborate... communicate...
create (cre·ate) v. to cause to exist; bring into being.
To produce through artistic or imaginative effort.
[L. creare, -atum, to create]

WHY QUEEN’S ENGINEERING?
Three pillars support our program - a dynamic curriculum, dedicated professors to guide
you through it, and the facilities to support it. Three pillars in perfect balance.

collaborate (col·lab·o·rate) v. to work together toward a common end,
especially in a joint intellectual effort. [L. collaborare, -atum-laborare,
to work.]

ENGINEERING PROGRAMS

Our Engineering Programs maintain their dominance with leading-edge specializations such as environmental, biochemical/
biomedical, robotics and high-tech communications.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

From computer disks and pharmaceuticals,
to removing contaminants from soil and
creating synthetic body tissue, society relies
daily on products manufactured in the
chemical process industry.

CURRICULUM which is constantly evolving as the world
changes; as our profession changes. Hands-on learning,
which integrates theory and practice, is the cornerstone
of our program. A myriad of opportunities exist to
develop your creative side, with collaborative design
projects that will challenge you, broaden your horizons,
and take you further than you ever dreamed possible.

With thousands of sensors reporting continuous
data online, the state-of-the-art ILCentre tells you
how it’s functioning – in real time!

First Year Chemistry
Professor – 4-time
recipient of the First Year
Applied Science Teaching
and Learning Award.
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“Students don’t care how much
you know, until they know
a how much you care”
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The ILCentre is the “green” heart and soul of
Engineering at Queen’s, having been awarded the
”4-green-leaf” rating from BREEAM - the leading
Environmental Assessment Method for buildings.
From its penthouse mechanical showroom, to its
three storey high living bio-wall, to
its state-of-the-art lighting system,
to its 40 group rooms dedicated to
collaborative student teamwork - the
ILCentre promotes and inspires the
merger of theory and practice.

MEET BILL
NEWSTEAD:
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COMPUTER ENGINEERING

The information and communications
technology of our knowledge-based society
places computer engineers at the hub of a
revolution that is perpetually evolving and
changing the way we live and work.
Queen’s Computer Engineering specializes in Computer
Architecture and Computer Networks, Digital systems,
Microprocessor and Software Systems. Core courses
involve electronics, digital logic, microprocessors,
hardware and software design. Through elective
courses you can expand your core knowledge in areas
such as integrated circuit engineering, digital signal
processing, system modeling and simulation, computer
graphics or communications systems.
Careers: There are many exciting career possibilities in
the technology sector and in the many industries that
design devices that integrate hardware and software.
Computer engineers are at the heart of internet-based
companies and companies that design and build
handheld devices, design video games or medical
imaging software.

Careers are hugely diverse: urban and regional
planning, environmental assessment, water supply,
construction, industrial design, architecture, and public
heath engineering, to name a few.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Owned and operated by the student
Engineering Society, this is one of the best
hangouts on campus. It is environmentally
and financially sustainable, and is just
the spot for a steaming cup of java
during final exams!
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Mechanical engineers are needed
wherever you find machines and devices,
and at every stage – conception, design
and analysis, implementation and testing,
operation and maintenance, recycling and
sustainability, management, consulting,
marketing and research.

Queen’s Electrical Engineering specializations include
Communications, Control systems, Electronics, Power and
Signal Processing. You will study circuits, electronics,
electromagnetics, signals and systems, as well as
wireless and optical communications, robotics, and
integrated circuit engineering. Team design projects
help you learn how to apply the knowledge and skills
you learn in real-life engineering applications.

Queen’s Mechanical Engineering specializes in Materials,
Biomechanical, Aerospace, Manufacturing, Mechatronics,
Energy and Fluid Systems. Many students choose not to
specialize, but rather sample courses from a number of
different fields to develop a wide breadth of knowledge.
Hands-on design and team-work are integral to this
program. You may be involved in creating anything
from solar cells to artificial joint prostheses to robots.

Careers are found in all of the rapidly evolving hightechnology fields such as wireless and fibre-optic
communications, biomedicine, robotics, transportation,
alternative energy, power electronics and integrated
circuit engineering.

Career possibilities are virtually endless, and incredibly
diverse. Mechanical engineers are employed by
consulting firms, manufacturing plants, hospitals, and
in the biomedical, energy, automotive, and aerospace
industries, to name just a few.

BY THE NUMBERS
27-54 students in your First Year section just like your ‘home room’ in high school.
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Careers: Graduates are highly sought after in
the pharmaceutical, agricultural, food-product,
biomedicine and environmental protection
sectors, with a number of students going on to
graduate studies.

GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

Geological engineers combine systems
engineering skills with earth science
principles to find and extract energy and
mineral resources, to design foundations
for dams and buildings, to design tunnels,
caverns and mine openings, to stabilize
slopes and protect against natural hazards,
to manage our underground water
resources and to protect our environment
from contamination.
Queen’s Geological Engineering offers a core program
in physics, mechanics and mathematics combined
with geology, geophysics and geochemistry applied to
geotechnical, geo-environmental and resource engineering.
Electives in Upper Years allow specialization in one of
these areas or diversification as desired.
Careers are found within the energy and mining
sectors, environmental consultants and agencies,
surface or underground construction companies and
geotechnical consultants. The work offers exciting
challenges in fascinating locations around the world.

With a focus on fundamental physics
principles and a strong mathematical
component, this program is designed to
produce engineers with excellent problem
solving and analytical skills, coupled with
broad knowledge of engineering science
and technology

DESIGN TEAMS...are everywhere

you look. Queen’s engineers compete
with other universities in Canada and
internationally. We race everything from
radio controlled sailboats and aircraft,
to robots, concrete toboggans and SAE
formula racing cars.

Queen’s Engineering Physics offers Mechanical,
Computing, Electrical and Materials specializations.
Courses in Newtonian, relativistic and quantum physics,
electricity and magnetism, are combined with advanced
mathematics courses and courses in your engineering
subject of specialization. Laboratories emphasize
electronic and instrumentation skills, and team design
projects enable students to put theory into practice.
Careers are found in a myriad of industries and fields,
particularly in the high tech industries, consulting and
start-up companies. About half of the graduates go on to
pursue M.Sc. and Ph.D degrees in Physics or Engineering
at top-ranked institutions in North America and abroad.

MATHEMATICS & ENGINEERING

The only program in Canada to combine
engineering with rigorous mathematical
studies, students in “AppleMath” learn
how to apply sophisticated mathematical
models and analysis to problems in
communications, control, electrical,
mechanical and mechatronic systems.

SERIOUS FUN!
Plus unparalleled real-world experience,
since teamwork, planning, design and
manufacturing are paramount.

Queen’s Mathematics & Engineering specializes in
Systems + Robotics, Applied Mechanics, and Computing
+ Communication. Courses involve pure and applied
mathematics, control theory and mathematics of
engineering systems, in addition to engineering
courses in your chosen area of specialization.
Careers: Graduates are versatile and pursue
challenging careers in the fields of telecommunications,
robotics, aerospace systems, mechanical engineering
and manufacturing processes, and biomedical
engineering. A significant portion of graduates pursue
graduate studies at some of the best schools in North
America and elsewhere.

NOTABLE PERCENTAGES

of Ontario.

plus...

A multitude of possible
Dual Degree combinations.
50 companies active with the
Queen’s Internship Program
(QUIP)
20 international universities
offering exchange
opportunities.

91%: Degree completion rate.
96%: Employment rate of Queen’s

engineering graduates after two years.
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Queen’s Engineering Chemistry has specializations
in Biosciences, Environmental, Materials and Process
Chemistry. Students study organic and experimental
chemistry, reactivity, structural determination
methods, and develop knowledge of chemical
processes and materials at a molecular level. In
addition to the engineering accreditation, this is an
accredited Honours Chemistry program with the
Canadian Society for Chemistry (CSC).

ENGINEERING PHYSICS
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students for collaborating on team projects.
Design to Concrete Canoes - there is
something for everyone!

The only program of its kind in North
America, Engineering Chemistry provides
a core of fundamental chemistry and
applied chemistry that is comparable to
that obtained with a Chemistry degree,
along with the skills and tools needed by a
professional engineer.

20%+: The percentage of students from outside

40 ILCentre group rooms, bookable only by
15 design teams - from Robotics to Solar

Students with both a scientist’s passion for discovery, and an engineer’s drive to design and create find a perfect fit in the Engineering Sciences
and Mathematics specializations. The programs are demanding, but the payoff is a wide and varied choice of career options.

28%: The percentage of women in Queen’s
Engineering class of 2014 - the highest of any
major engineering program in the country!

650 students in our First Year Class.
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Career opportunities extend beyond the traditional
fields of mining extraction and processing, to encompass
the related fields of mining finance, equipment and
technology, and all facets of sustainability.

TEA ROOM!

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Electrical engineering is at the
heart of ‘green’ power systems and
electric vehicles, medical diagnosis
techniques, microfabrication, wired and
wireless technologies for high-speed
communications, and intelligent robotic
systems.
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Queen’s Mining Engineering has specializations in Mine/
Mechanical Engineering and Mineral Processing, however
students can also choose not to specialize, but rather
gain a broad range of knowledge in all areas related to
mining. Courses address a wide spectrum of technical
and economic areas relevant to the design and operation
of efficient, competitive, environmentally responsible,
and sustainable, mining operations.

prospectus_final.indd 1

Queen’s Civil Engineering provides its students
with a broad spectrum education in structural design,
geotechnical engineering, hydraulics, environmental
engineering, and public health engineering. You will focus
on planning, designing and managing the structures
on which society depends. This program emphasizes
self-learning, teamwork, communication, leadership and
problem solving.

MINING ENGINEERING

Access to, and the use of, the earth’s
minerals and metals are essential to a
sustainable society. Mining engineers are
engaged in the broad range of activities
related to finding, extracting, producing,
adding value to, using, reusing, recycling,
and, when necessary, disposing of minerals
and metals.

The ILCentre
has its own
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The Integrated Learning
Centre – It’s alive!

FACILITIES that are so far ahead
of the curve that the buildings
themselves are teaching tools.
Our main engineering building,
the Integrated Learning Centre
(ILCentre) set the standard to which
engineering programs at other
universities aspire.

Careers span most major industries including
biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, food and agricultural
production, advance polymeric and electronic materials,
energy production and conservation, environmental
protection, business analysis and consulting.

ENGINEERING SCIENCE PROGRAMS
ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY

We are surrounded by a physical
environment created by Civil Engineers
– homes, schools and office buildings,
highways, bridges, subway systems and
airports, river and coastal systems and
green landfills.
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PROFESSORS who are world class
researchers and engineers but for
whom teaching YOU is the number
one priority! They are there in your
lectures, your tutorials, your labs –
knowing when to help, and when to
step back and let the learning come
from you.

Queen’s Chemical Engineering specializations are in
BioChemical/Biomedical, Environmental, and Computer
Process Control. You will study mathematics, statistics,
chemistry, physics and biology, and learn how to
combine these with engineering principles to create
new products and processes. You will also acquire
sound knowledge of chemical process theory and
practice within environmentally-friendly parameters,
and accumulate direct experience with chemical process
equipment and simulations.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

communicate (com·mu·ni·cate), v. to have an interchange of ideas. To express oneself
in such a way that one is readily and clearly understood. [L. communicare, -atumcommunis, common.]
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Create...… Collaborate...… Communicate...…

To apply your creativity and see it in action… to learn to work
together in effective groups… and to tell the world about what
you have done. It’s what Engineers do in the real world. It’s

AL

COMMON FIRST YEAR + OPEN DISCIPLINE CHOICE

BUDDY SYSTEM

http://engineering.queensu.ca/prospective

TUTORS
The Douglas tutorials offer
free one-on-one tutoring
from Upper Year students or
you can opt for private, feebased tutoring through the
Engineering Society’s
EngLinks program.

CONTACT LIST:
Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science

Website: http://engineering.queensu.ca/prospective
Email: reception@appsci.queensu.ca
Phone: (613) 533-2055
Fax: (613) 533-2721
Website: http://www.queensu.ca/registrar/awards
Email: awards@queensu.ca
Phone: (613) 533-2216
Fax: (613) 533-6409

Residence Admission

Website: http://housing.queensu.ca/residences
Email: reshouse@queensu.ca
Phone: (613) 533-2550
Fax: (613) 533-6759

Undergraduate Admission

Website: http://www.queensu.ca/admission
Email: admission@queensu.ca
Phone: (613) 533-2218
Fax: (613) 533-6810

Check out our Propective Student website...
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Queen’s Engineering has so many choices, there is
something for everyone.

INTERNSHIP: Co-op Queen’s style! Choose a 12 or 16
month, fully paid internship with one of over 50 different
companies. Students typically leave after their Third Year,
then come back and finish their Fourth Year after gaining
substantial experience and valuable industry contacts, not
to mention building up the bank account!

Expand your horizons by studying abroad! Earn credits
while you travel the globe with our exchange agreements with universities
across Canada, Europe, Great Britain, Scandinavia and Australia.

prospectus_final.indd 2
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR PROGRAM:

EXCHANGES:
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The Engineering Society
pairs First Year students
with Upper Year students for
mentorship, academic help
and social events.

DUAL DEGREE: Five years – two degrees! You can earn a second degree with
the Faculty of Arts and Science while working through your engineering degree.
Popular second degree choices are economics, gender studies, music, global &
development studies, and languages.
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MEET OUR FIRST YEAR VIDEO BLOGGERS!

Student Awards

J-SECTION
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Follow Ali, Joey and Maddy through their First Year of engineering at Queen’s.
From Frosh Week to finals, they share their experiences with you.

And when you do choose your program, you
don’t have to worry about caps or quotas.
Provided you pass all of your First Year courses,
you are guaranteed a place in your engineering
program of choice.

A special extended
program for students
struggling with First Year
courses. Take things at a
slower pace and recover in
time for Second Year.
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ONLY AT QUEEN’S!
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what you will do in Queen’s engineering, starting from
day one.

...and don’t forget to look at our
new program videos!

icate

Engineering and
Applied Science
at Queen’s
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